Admissions to the French Studies: French Studies Summer Institute, MFS have been suspended as of summer 2022. If you have any questions, please contact the department.

This is a named option in the French Studies MFS. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/french-studies-mfs/)

The Professional French Studies Summer Institute program teaches interdisciplinary skills needed to operate in professional French settings around the world—this is particularly important to teachers, who collaborate with each other in the program as they hone their connections to those cultures and practices. Teachers intern in all fields, not just education, and are among the most connected colleagues in their schools to the "real world" using their French.

The Summer Studies Institute program is the Professional French Masters Program’s part-time pathway to the degree, for working French teachers. Our program is a part-time hybrid program with online and face-to-face components. You will update your sense of current events in the French-speaking world, improve your speaking and writing, solidify your grammar and style, and intern in French in a professional setting—in a personalized internship in the final summer.